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ABSTRACT New microbiome-derived drug discovery involves many steps with layers of information to consider. We have developed a pipeline to mine microbial genetics data at scale to identify druggable molecules in IBD. Nine 16S rRNA, metagenomics, and
metatranscriptomics datasets from ulcerative colitis and control biopsies were organized and associated metadata was curated. Each dataset was processed and meta-analysis was performed to identify bacterial strains concordantly depleted in diseased samples. In
conjunction, natural language processing analyzed PubMed for supporting publications. 23 strains were ultimately selected and scored for therapeutic potential. The predicted proteins from genomes of selected strains, assembled proteins from metagenomics
datasets, and assembled proteins from metatranscriptomics were tested for differential expression in metatranscriptomics from ulcerative colitis biopsy samples. Together with secretability, domain, and orthology searches, a list of scored proteins was generated. This
semi-automated pipeline to mine consistent microbiome features from multiple genomic and metagenomic studies has been applied to other disease areas other disease areas, accelerating growth of Second Genome’s therapeutic drug discovery
portfolio.
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Table 1. IBD microbiome datasets
Dataset

Design

16S rRNA
amplicon
region

Amplicon
quantification
platform

V4

Illumina

V1-V9

G3 PhyloChip

V3-V4

Illumina

V1-V9

G4 PhyloChip

Cohort 1,
Internal

Active UC (20)
vs Control (20)

Cohort 2,
Internal

Active & inflamed UC (90)
vs Control (61)

Cohort 3,
Gevers et al.

UC (46) vs
Control (45)

V4

Illumina

Cohort 4,
Walker et al.

UC inflamed (6)
vs Control (5)

V1-V9

Sanger

Cohort 5,
Frank et al.

UC inflamed (34)
vs Control (52)

V1-V4

Sanger
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Strain level
scores
Protein level
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Secretability

strain 16
strain 19
strain 1
strain 20
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Fig. 1. Proteins were scored and ranked accoridng to the significance of the
strain of origin, significance of the protein in metatranscriptomics and
secretability.

Fig. 2. Improved (a) clinical measurement and (b) intestinal
permeability with nominated proteins in in vivo assays.

